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POI-POIQ workshop, Lund, May 10: practicalities

Dear all:
You receive this mail because you are signed up (as a speaker, a participant, or a PI) for our upcoming workshop on
the Philosophy of Information and Information Quality on Friday, May 10 in Lund.
Below follows practical info on getting to Lund, the hotel, as well as lunch and dinner.
Thanks for your attention to this.
Best wishes,
‐‐Frank
FOOD
Please take a minute to visit the workshop website (http://www.fil.lu.se/index.php?id=18880) and follow the link
under the heading REGISTRATION to let us know which meals you plan to attend, and what diet your prefer (no
later than May 6, please).
(Please pardon the redundant process in case you had already provided this information to me earlier).
As you know, we host another workshop on May 11‐12 on Intensionality in Mathematics, and you are most
welcome to join us.
We cover cost of meals for speakers and PIs (for any workshop and any of the three days), but will have to charge
participants (at cost) for meals.
HOTEL
As a speaker, you are booked into HOTEL DUXIANA (http://www.lund.hotelduxiana.com/).
To change this or to reserve a room as a PI, please be in touch soon.
The hotel is three minutes from the workshop site (Kungshuset). A map is below.

GETTING TO LUND
Most international connections are through Copenhagen airport (CPH) or Copenhagen main station. At either
location, find red/grey vending machines (from Skanetrafiken) to obtain single or group train tickets to Lund Central
(via the Öresund Bridge) with your credit card, else buy from the booth nearby. Trains are frequent, pass through
Malmö, and reach Lund within 35 minutes. Find the schedule at http://www.skanetrafiken.se.
Please note that return tickets are valid only for 24 hours.
If you land at Malmö airport (MMX), you reach Lund by bus (40 minutes). See http://www.flygbussarna.se/ .
ABSTRACTS & PROGRAM, etc.
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Both will be available on the workshop website. Those who have not yet send their abstract, should please get this
to me ASAP.
We start on Friday at 9.30am with coffee in room 311 on the third floor of Kungshuset.
The first talk is at 10 am. Talks last 55 minutes, with at least 20 mins reserved for discussion. We end at 5.pm, and
meet for dinner at 7 pm (Kungshuset).
A computer and projector are provided, you will have wireless internet on site.
I will draft the program once I have all abstracts.
MAP
(Please ignore the line under TEGNERS MATSALER, and the pin for Hotel Lundia)
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Frank Zenker
Department of Philosophy & Cognitive Science
Kungshuset, Lundagård, 222 22 Lund, Sweden
Tel. 0046.70.148 31 35
http://www.fil.lu.se/person/FrankZenker
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